There has been much recent progress on the use of the nuclear norm for the so-called matrix completion problem (the problem of imputing missing values of a matrix). In this paper we investigate the use of the nuclear norm for modelling time series, with particular attention to imputing missing data and forecasting. We introduce a simple alternating projections type algorithm based on the nuclear norm for these tasks, and consider a number of practical examples.
INTRODUCTION
Many modern approaches of time series analysis involve an initial embedding of a vector of observations into a structured (typically Hankel) matrix [17] . Naturally, properties of this matrix infer properties of the vector of observations. For example, the rank of this structured matrix can be considered as the complexity of a model that would fit the data exactly. The problem of structured low rank approximation involves finding a low rank approximation of a given structured matrix which also preserves the original structure. The rank of the approximation can be selected by the user to balance: (i) the complexity of the approximation and (ii) the accuracy of the approximation. Typically as the rank of the approximation increases, so does its complexity and accuracy. The rank of the approximation needs to be selected to keep the complexity small with accuracy acceptable for the user.
Existing methods for structured low rank approximation are formulated as highly non-convex optimization problems, for which there are no efficient methods to approximate the global optimum [18] . Typically problems are difficult with the objective functions used possessing many local minima and large Lipschitz constants [10, 11] .
The nuclear norm as an alternative for the rank has recently been proposed as a possible convex relaxation. Briefly, * Corresponding author.
the nuclear norm of a matrix is the sum of its singular values. The nuclear norm used as a heuristic for solving rank minimization problems was described in [19] . The nuclear norm has the desirable property in that it is the tightest relaxation of the rank.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the potential of the nuclear norm heuristic for imputing missing data and forecasting time series. There are a few recent papers on the theoretical properties of the nuclear norm for the so-called matrix completion problem but to the best of the authors' knowledge there is little to nothing on the potential of the nuclear norm for practical problems of time series analysis.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 defines the problem considered in this paper, and introduces much of the notation used. We define the optimization problem to be solved under two possible feasible domains and motivate the use of each feasible domain. Section 3 introduces the methodology investigated in this paper, with Section 4 containing examples and discussion. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Notation
T ∈ R N be a vector of observations such that
T ∈ R N are the unobserved 'true' values, and {ε n , n = 1, . . . , N} is a realization of a white noise process. Some observations in Y may be missing. Let Ω denote the set of indices of Y that are observed i.e. Ω = {i : y i is observed, i = 1, . . . , N}. In this paper we do not formally distinguish between missing data and forecasting. Very informally we consider the problem of forecasting to be imputing missing data at the end of the vector.
Let L, K and r be given positive integers such that
⊂ R L×K be the subset of R L×K containing all matrices with rank ≤ r, and H = H L×K ⊂ R L×K be the subset of R L×K containing matrices of some known structure. The set of structured L × K matrices of rank ≤ r is A = M r ∩ H.
In this paper we only consider the case where H is the set of Hankel matrices. Recall that a matrix X = (x lk ) ∈ R L×K is called Hankel if x lk = const for all pairs (l, k) such that l + k = const; that is, all elements on the anti-diagonals of X are equal. There is a one-to-one correspondence between L × K Hankel matrices and vectors of size N = L + K − 1. This correspondence is fundamental to the proposed methodology. For a vector Y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) T , the matrix X = H(Y ) = (x lk ) ∈ R L×K with elements x lk = y l+k−1 is Hankel and vise-versa: for any matrix X ∈ H, we may define Y = H −1 (X) so that X = H(Y ). The non-missing elements of X = (x lk ) = H(Y ) are given by the indices (l, k)
To project a matrix X ∈ R L×K onto M r we may use the singular value decomposition. Let σ i = σ i (X), the singular values of X, be ordered so that
. Then the SVD of X can be written as X = UΣ 0 V T , where columns U l of the matrix U ∈ R L×L are the left singular vectors of X and columns V l of the matrix V ∈ R K×L are the right orthonormal singular
belongs to M r and minimizes the squared distance ||X − X|| 2 F overX ∈ M r , see [9] or [12, 14] . The projection π (r) (X) of X onto M r is uniquely defined if and only if σ r > σ r+1 . It follows that
The nuclear norm of X, denoted ||X|| * is simply the sum of the singular values of X. Using the notation already given, this is
Use of the nuclear norm
The nuclear norm has gained much recent attention in a variety of applications. One of the earliest papers which used the nuclear norm to much success was [7] where they describe the so-called problem of matrix completion. This is the problem of recovering, often exactly, a matrix with only selected values observed (subject to some conditions). The overwhelming majority of algorithms in matrix completion are based on finding the matrix with minimum nuclear norm that fits the observed data. The nuclear norm is the closest convex relaxation of the non-convex rank of a matrix (as described earlier). The logic of minimizing the nuclear norm is because in many instances the matrix we wish to recover is at least approximately of low rank. We describe two classic examples below, described in more detail in [7] . Other key papers which develop the theoretical underpinnings of the nuclear norm include [5] , [6] and [20] . There are many papers which now provide practical algorithms for minimizing the nuclear norm, but there are too many to give a complete list in this paper.
Example 1. Netflix.
Netflix users (rows of a matrix) rate a small amount of movies (columns of a matrix). The amount of movies a user can rate is very small compared to the amount available on Netflix, but nevertheless it is desirable to 'complete the matrix' i.e. impute the missing ratings so that Netflix may recommend movies to a particular user. It can be argued that the matrix of all user ratings is at least approximately of low rank as perhaps only a few (perhaps latent) factors contribute to a viewer's preferred type of movie.
Example 2. Triangulation from incomplete data.
Suppose we wish to locate sensors placed on a twodimensional plane. Each sensor is only able to construct distance estimates from other nearest sensors. From these distance estimates we can produce an estimated distance matrix where some distances are missing. Since the sensors are located in the plane then the rank of the true distance matrix is two. Again we wish to 'complete the matrix' to reconstruct the positions of the objects.
Statement of the optimization problem
In this paper we consider an optimization problem with two possible feasible domains. Assume we are given a matrix
L×K . The optimization problem can be defined as:
where, in the literature, there are usually two choices of the feasible domain D which we will call feasible domain 1 and feasible domain 2 respectively. Feasible domain 1 is given by:
Feasible domain 2 is given by:
Note that if Ω is the empty set, then problem (1) is the same with either of the feasible domains given above. The difference from a modelling point of view between these feasible domains is the following. Suppose we wish to simultaneously impute the missing data and then find a lower complexity approximation of the given data. In this scenario, feasible domain 1 is appropriate. It may be the case that all non-missing observations have been observed exactly, or we may have some other motivation for leaving them unchanged. We do however wish to impute the missing data. In this scenario, feasible domain 2 is appropriate.
METHODOLOGY
Minimizing the nuclear norm
Consider the optimization problem (1) with feasible domain (2) or (3). Let X be the solution of (1) with feasible domain (2) , and let X Ω be the solution of (1) with feasible domain (3) . For convenience of notation we suppose the optimization problem (1) defines the mappings X → X and X → X Ω for the feasible domains (2) and (3) respectively. We denote the mapping X → X by π * (X) and the mapping X → X Ω by π Ω * (X). There is some guidance on how to select a value for τ in (1). For example, one potential choice (which will be used in this paper) is to take
for some r and constant c ≥ 1. The constant c may be used to soften the constraint but we will consider c = 1 in all examples that follow. This choice of τ , in some sense, ensures that the nuclear norm approximation is at least as close to the original matrix X • as the rank r approximation to X • . This choice of τ , as well as some alternatives, are described in [18] .
Modern approaches in approximating a solution to (1) typically involve the use of semi-definite programming. Specific details of how (1) may be framed as a semi-definite program are included in [21] . There now exists an array of different convex optimization solvers which are capable of solving semi-definite programs. In this paper we use the popular CVX software for MATLAB [8, 15] .
Projection to the space of Hankel matrices
The space H = H L×K of L×K Hankel matrices is a linear subspace of R L×K . The closest Hankel matrix (in Frobenius norm) to any given matrix is obtained by using the diagonal averaging procedure.
Every L × K Hankel matrix X ∈ H is in a one-to-one correspondence with some vector Y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) T described by the function H :
T . Each element of the vector Y is repeated in X = H(Y ) several times. Let E = (e lk ) ∈ R L×K be the matrix consisting entirely of ones. We can compute the sum of each anti-diagonal of E, denoted t n , as
The value t n is the number of times the element y n of the vector Y is repeated in the Hankel matrix H(Y ). Let π H (X) denote the projection of X ∈ R L×K onto the space H. Then the elementx ij of π H (X) is given bỹ
Proposed algorithm
Assume we are given a matrix X • ∈ H and a set Ω of observed indices. Set X 0 = X • . In this paper we investigate the following algorithm, which we call A1. Set X 1 = π H (π Ω * (X 0 )). For n = 2, 3, . . .
Algorithm A1 is an example of a so-called alternating projection algorithm [1] . Such algorithms are often used for computing or approximating a point in the intersection of two or more convex sets. Both of the projections used in algorithms A1 are to convex spaces and hence algorithm A1 will linearly converge to an approximation of a point in the intersection of the two convex spaces [3] . Note however that we may not converge to an optimal point [16] . This will be investigated in another forthcoming paper. It is possible that algorithm A1 converges to a matrix of low rank, but this is often not the case in practical examples. To a certain extent the proposed methodology is 'model-free' although it is known that one is more likely to obtain an approximation of low rank if the X • is (approximately) already of low rank.
The logic for the nature of our algorithm is as follows. If algorithm A1 is run for just one iteration, then we assume that the non-missing observations are 'exact' and they are not to be changed. Only the missing values are then imputed. If the algorithm is run for more than one iteration, then we also change the non-missing observations. This is to allow our algorithm to deal with the two possible modelling scenarios as motivated in Section 2.3. The user may select which scenario is appropriate for their application by controlling the number of iterations the algorithm is run for.
EXAMPLES
Fortified wine
In this section we consider the classical time series 'Fortified Wine', where 132 observations depict the monthly volumes of wine sales in the period from January 1984 until January 1994. In order to demonstrate our methodology, we removed 12 known values, starting at the 60th point, that is, we assume that the values for 12 months are unknown. Also, to imitate a forecast we replace the last 12 observed values by 12 missing values. Figure 1 contains a plot of the time series, with (and without) the missing data.
In this example we compute the mean square error (MSE) obtained by imputing the missing values by algorithm A1 with L = 36. Denote by X • the Hankel matrix of our observations. We consider two values of τ (see (4)), namely bles 1 and 2 contain the MSE values for the approximated missing middle section of the data, the approximated missing end section of the data, and for the entire approximation with τ = τ 1 and τ = τ 2 . We present the MSE values for five iterations of algorithm A1. The total MSE is small after one iteration as the non-missing observations are not altered, and they thus add nothing to the MSE. Figure 2 contains plots of the original data and approximations for τ = τ 1 and τ = τ 2 after one iteration, and after [14] using the methodology in [13] five iterations of algorithm A1. The missing sections are also highlighted.
It can be seen that the results found from using algorithm A1 are at the least competitive with those already reported in the literature. Table 3 contains the MSE's obtained from [14] using two variations of the methodology described in [13] for the same data considered in this section. It can be seen that our algorithm is at least as competitive as other algorithms that have been applied to the same data.
Accidental deaths in the USA
In this section we consider forecasting the famous 'death' series recording the monthly accidental deaths in the USA between 1973 and 1978. This data has been studied by many authors and can be found in a number of time series data libraries. We wish to replicate the exercise given in [4] which aimed to forecast the final six values of this series. The time series contains a total of 78 observations. We truncate the series to the first 72 observations and will forecast the remaining six observations. Figure 3 contains a plot of the entire time series. Table 4 contains forecasts of the final six data points of the data series by several methods along with the square root of the mean square error. These results are taken from [4] and full details of the fitted models can be found within. In summary Model I and Model II are examples of SARIMA models as described by [2] . Model I is given by
and Model II is given by where Z n is a realisation of white noise with zero mean and variance 0.9439, B is the backward shift operator defined as: B j Z n = Z n−j , and ∇ 12 y n = y n − y n−12 . HWS represents the model as fitted by the Holt-Winter seasonal algorithm. ARAR represents the model as fitted by transforming the data prior to fitting an autoregressive model. Full details of this model are omitted in this paper, but are included in [4] .
For this example we also forecast ahead six points using algorithm A1 with L = 24 and τ = ||X * − π (15) (X • )|| F , where X • is the Hankel matrix of our observations. Our forecasted values are given in Table 4 . Figure 4 contains plots of the end section of the 'death' series with forecasts from a number of methods. In this example algorithm A1 has outperformed many of the classical methods of time series analysis.
Climate
In this example, we simply offer some forecasts of the Earth temperature recordings downloaded from vortex.nsstc.uah.edu/data/msu/t2lt/oldversions/uahncdc lt 5.5.txt. A plot of the full data is given in Figure 5 .
We have taken the last 97 points of the global earth temperature recordings (June 2006 -June 2014 . This data is provided by the National Space Science & Technology Center and was suggested by the editors of this special edition as a time series to analyse. Using algorithm A1 we predict the next 36 months of data with varying window length and τ chosen so that the nuclear norm approximation is at least as good as a rank 20 approximation. That is τ = ||X * − π (20) (X • )|| F , where X • is the Hankel matrix of our observations. We provide these forecasts without comment, but include them to offer comparisons with other papers in this special edition investigating the same data.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have demonstrated the potential of the nuclear norm for two common tasks of time series analysis, namely imputing data and forecasting. We introduced a simple algorithm based on the algorithm of alternating projections but remark that future research will concentrate on investigating its theoretical properties. It is possible to develop alternative algorithms on the basis of the projections introduced in this paper. In the comparative examples considered, the introduced algorithm was at least competitive with classical methodologies. There remain open questions which will be investigated in future works. These include: the choice of τ and its influence on the accuracy of the approximation and convergence, and how it appears that the fit of the reconstruction worsens upon additional iterations.
